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13/5/15- In the beginning, we had a few ideas for our project. We started with one of our idea but it
seemed as though others had already explored the area and realised that there was no further
investigation for us to do on it. We asked our Science Teacher Stuart Garth, if he had any ideas for us
and he said that he really would like someone to do something that involved eye charts and the
environment. After much discussion and research we came to the final decision to investigate ‘What
is the best colour for road signs.’
22/6/15- Chelsey drove to Thredbo. On her way there and back she took around 100 photos of
varies signs in the surrounding country side. This was gathering information for our project. The
photos were going to be used to identify the main country background colour.
12/7/15- Msgana took the photos of signs on her way to church. In total she took 92 photo. She is
using a total of 36 out of the 92 photos. These photos will determine the main urban background
colour.

20/7/15- Both Chelsey and Msgana upload their photos onto their laptops.
21/7/15- We started selecting the images of the signs that determine the typical background colour
of rural Australia. We then started experimenting with gaussioan blur. We started sorting through
the photo into different folders so we could organise our images.

22/7/15- We then guassioan blurred the images in Corel Photo Paint and used the eye dropper to
find the 3 values of the RGB (red, green, blue) of the blurred images and recorded them. We then
took the average all of our Red scores and took a number, we then did the same thing for our Green
and Blue which will then give us an average colour of the Australian Country side. This was just a
practice or test run for our final investigation. We finished organising our pictures into the different
folders. We came up with how we are going to test the project.

24/7/15-We continued to guassioan blur the images and record the RGB of each image.
27/7/15-We continued to guassioan blur the images and record the RGB of each image.
28/7/15-We continued to guassioan blur the images and record the RGB of each image.
31/7/15-We continued to guassioan blur the images and record the RGB of each image.
3 /8/15-We finished guassioan blurring all of the images. We then looked at all of our RGB results
and took an average of each from all of our results.
4/8/15-We made up 15 different eye charts with just the letters on them. We were experimenting
with different methods of how to come up with the background colour of the eye chart which

represents the main country colour and the main urban colour. Our original idea of averaging the
RGB didn’t work because we realised that when you have similar numbers which you will when you
get an average you will be left with a greyish colour which does not represent the country or urban
colour.
7/8/15-We found a way to come up with our RGB values which represented the country colour. This
is what we came up with.

We used the same method to come up with our urban background colour.
This process was all done with Corel Photo Paint.
10/8/15-We converted all of our RGB values into HSL. We then started to construct our eyecharts.

11/8/15- We finished all of our eyecharts.
12/8/15- We printed out all the charts/
13/8/15- we got a 102 by 153 cm white board and taped an A4 folder containing all the eye charts
14-24/8/2015- We tested all of our subjects in this time period.
17/8/2015- Started the report
18/8/2015- We made the consent forms

19/8/2015- Consent forms were handed out

21-25/8/2015- Worked on the documentation.
24/8/2015- Consent forms were returned

25/8/2015- Worked with another mentor to graph and analyse all our data.
26/8/2015- Worked on documentation
27/8/2015- Gave the report to a mentor to be proofread.
27/8/2015- Gave the report to a mentor to be proofread.

